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Introduction To The 2nd Edition 
 

Congratulations on making the decision to purchase this book. 

Because if you9ve been looking to have a ;secret edge< in the 

bedroom which will give you the sex life that most guys only 

dream about, this could be the most important book you 

ever read. And here9s why:  

 

If you9re not good in bed, you know pretty well what a 

miserable experience sex can turn into. First of all, if you can9t 

give women orgasms, they probably won9t want to have sex 

with you (believe me, I know!). You might sleep with a girl 

once and have her leave you for a guy who9s better in 

bedHor you might find yourself slowly getting less and less 

sex in your relationship, until finally it seems like you9ve 

forgotten what real sex is even like. Your masculine 

confidence is slowly sapped from you with each sexual failure, 

until eventually you feel totally powerless to turn a woman 

on. 

 

On the other hand though, if you become a great lover your 

life will become better in ways it9s tough to even imagine. 

You9ll be able to have sex literally whenever you want J and 

it9ll be amazing, mind-blowing, break-the-bed sex every single 

time. You9ll feel like you finally have the power in your 

relationship. And because women inevitably talk to each 

other about their sexual experiences, you9ll be able to attract 

any woman you want once word of your bedroom prowess 

gets around. 

 



In this book, I am going to show you exactly how to create 

this type of life for yourself. 

 

So the question you9re probably asking yourself now isHDan, 

how are you going to take me from having an ;average< sex 

life to having the type of sex life most guys can only fantasize 

about in just one little book? 

 

Here9s how I9m going to do it: 

 

In the first Act of this book, I9m going to alert you to some 

common bedroom mistakes that almost ALL guys make. Most 

guys are totally clueless that they9re doing many things to 

turn women off in the bedroom, because women almost 

never discuss these things openly with men. In the first Act of 

this book though, I9ll let you in on these ;secret< turn-offs 

that women have so that you can steer clear of them. Just by 

doing this, you9ll have a huge edge over almost every other 

guy. 

 

In the second Act, I9m going to teach you my patented four-

step method for giving women orgasms. I9ve learned that 

everything that turns women on in the bedroom can be 

reduced to four core sexual desiresHand that giving her 

orgasms is just a matter of satisfying those desires. Once you 

know what these desires are and the method for using them, 

giving women orgasms becomes easy. 

 

In the third Act, I9m going to give you a powerful arsenal of 

physical and psychological techniques to blow any woman9s 

mind in the bedroom. But be carefulHonce you9ve mastered 



these techniques, you9ll have literally have women becoming 

sexually addicted to you. 

 

And in the fourth and final Act, I9m going to share nine of 

women9s most secret sexual fantasies with you. I9ll also show 

you exactly how to use them to turn women on J and how 

you can act out any other fantasy in the bedroom that you 

might desire. 

 

But there is a catchHif you want me to truly change your sex 

life for the better through this book, I also have to ask for a 

commitment from you.  

 

Since I9ve written this book, I9ve spoken at large seminars, 

done Sexual Confidence Bootcamps all over the world, and 

have helped thousands of guys through this book. Although 

just about every guy improves his sex life just as the result of 

reading this book alone, there are some who make really 

phenomenal changes in their sex lives amazingly quickly as 

the result of reading it. So, what makes these guys different 

than the average guy? 

 

I9ve noticed that these guys usually don9t have any more 

;talent< or ;natural ability< than the average guyHbut they 

all have one thing in common. And that is, they all steadily 

and consistently ACT on specific techniques and pieces of 

advice I give in this book. 

 

In other words, they say to themselves ;The very next time I 

have sex, I am going to use that dirty talk technique.< Then, 

the next time they have sex, even though they might be a 



little nervous to try something new, they actually DO IT. This 

way, their confidence in the material is increased because 

they can see how well women respond to them, and they 

progressively master one technique after another like 

clockwork. In a matter of a few months, a guy like this will 

be giving women orgasms almost effortlessly. 

 

This is the commitment that I9m asking you to make before 

reading this book. As you read this, look for techniques that 

you could try the very next time you have sex. Then, once 

you find one, commit to trying it out and ACTING on it. If 

you can do this, you9ll have women raving about how you9re 

the best they9ve ever had before you know it. 







           
         
          

        



      
     
    




          


  
       
       

         







   




       

      


             



           


         
      

             
  


           


         

      



          




          



         



       
  












        

          
         

       






         
       

       





  


         



    


          

          


        


          
        



     


         
     
                     
           
 
     
       
   



        






       

         




     

        
          
        






          
        



                                
               


         
         





   
  


         
        

      



   
          


     


        
       





      







        

         



         







         
      





         
         

                                            
             
          





          
  
  

    
        

          
       
   
                                    





          


         


        

           
   
         


                                    

          



       
         
   
   



  

            


            


            

           
          
      


          

        
      
          











        
  


            

          
           




         




            
         
      






         
         
        
     




     
         



       

        





        
       
       
       
        





       


     


           







         

         
  


         
       
    











           

           
     
      
         
   







  



       







                       


          
  




         
       
       



         





          

       
        


 

           


      




         
        
   




        







  
       
         
         
       
      
        
         

         


          
 

    



          
     
       






      
       
        
     



 
         

        



































         






  








         
         
          





                
    
        
    
        
             


        

         
           



          
       
         

           
        
       



        
      
          


   





           
        







          


       

         

          




          
  



   
       
        



       





      
   
      
     
           


                              
        
    
             
  


        
     
         
     
      


           

          





         
          



       

         





        

         

  

       

    



       










        



        
       



          
         
        
        
     
 

       
     
           


      
          
       
          

   
       
           



 
     


          

       
        
       
          








          

 


         
   
   
        









  

         
         



    
                  
                                
           
        




        
         
      
       
        
















          
          

       


        
         
                                 



          



       




        

     


















































          
        
       
         








        





































  


       
    
       



         










         






                             
                                    

           

           
        



        
   
    



           





        
         
       

     
  
            
           
       
           
          
         
       

     


   

         
       








         




         
         
     
 
      






   
        
        
       

           
        



        
      




           







           


                                    
        
        

      


         
          
        

         









 
          
          
       
           

         




           
         
       




   



          

    
         


             

         

           

          



               
        

          




          



         

         
         


         



         

        
       

        



        


   
           
 





        
         





        
   



                    
                   

             
   
          
        


      
                        
 
                                    

          

         
         







           

             
       


         

          
       








        
        
        
         
         
 









          
          












        

         
          
  
       


        

           
        
         






          
    
            



  
           








         

 


         
      

          
       






  







            


          

          
    
           







       

          



    

         





  

         
        


          

        



           
         
      
        
  

























          



      




         
     





 
  
  
      

        
        


        


        
      
         
        





        
       
       
         

          





         





     
          






           
        


          
    

         
       
     






      
    




        

   



          
        





        
         
    


      
         
        
        







        
   



           



        



         


           
 



          

        

                        
       
         
        
      
      







    



     
   
          
          


         

           
          





        
           
         
     
  
           
       



                   



        



    





    



    



        
       


         


      

         





          

 

         
       
   






       
          
        
    
        

         


        




        


  





         







   







        
     

         


                                 
        

         






        
        




         
          
      
         




           




         
        
         


                                

         
        
   
        
  



         



           
         
          
        
       
           






       
    

     
     
         
      



         
        





  

  
       

  
   



         
          
            




   







        
    



 
         




          
         







   
            




        



       







 





        
        
        








    
         
        



      

      
        








    







           
         
         
          
      
        
           


          

   




        
           
        
      





        
                                  
                      







      


        
         
       
  
 

    


         
  
          
          
           
          

        

        
     



          






         
       
     


        
     

      



         
           
            
          
    


        




    
   







 

         
  

        

           


      
        
       
          


           

 
      


   
         
         

         






  
         
          

          



            


          





 

         

     



  
           
 
      
            



         


           

         
   
 
         

        







          
          
        
         
      

       


            
      
        









           
  
      

       
            
       







           
        



          





           




    


        
         
       


          
      
         

        

 
      

      


      

      
    



           
            




       






        

           
        

     
          



           
          
 
    


    


        


        




   



           
         

          




    
          
          
  
          



         

 


         
            








            
         
         



         
    
          
   

          




     
          
        
       



  
          






         
           
     

       

           
     



    

         
      





        
         

           
        
           







   

  



  











 

       





 
          
        
           






            

           
        







  




          
        
       






         

       
         






 

          
        
        
    




          
          


        
        
         
 
       
   
          

        
      











       
         

         

         

           
        
      



      

          

   



         
          
        



          






   

    


       
                             





       
       


          

 

           



         









        




         

            

            



         
         
        

          






 







            


          
          
 

            
          

        








        
  
       
   


        
       
           
     
          






      
         
 
 
          
         
        


        
         

     

            
         
          




         
         
         




 
         



                         































   


        
           


                
        


  







  
        


          

       
         


                            
 






       



                          
        
           



          




          
          
          


   
            
         





         


          


        


          

         
         
         








       


         




   

       
  


       


                            
          
         
       

        
        
        






      
         

        










      
        





      

         
          




         
          
       



          
        
           
         



       





       
         
  

         
         





         
          




     
   




 
       
        



 
    


        

 
        
       



         

         






        
           
        
         



          
      




         

        
   
 
















         
        

           









        


       
         
        
         
      
            
                                


        
 
    
         
        
          
       
      


          
       
         
     






        








         
      
          
      
     
 
  
          




         
        
      
       


         





      


          

          


       

        



                                         




 
          
         
        
         
       
            










        
       
          

          
       
         
         

     


        


          
   
      
         
          
 
       

         



            




  

         









        
         

   




          

          


        


      


        





          
                                         
            



           
         
            



            
        


        







          





 



    



                                        



        

    

         
            


         








        




        




       
       



     
           


        


            

         
         

         


    













     



          

     







         
        

         





       
 


        
         
          
          






          


        
          



  
         
        
        

        

          






       



       

     





   
          
         
        






                                        
         



        


          






        


                              





         
      
           

       

      
          
          





      
          

         
 






      




            





      



 

         
   
         


          
    


          
  
        


       
  
          











       
         
       


           







   
       




        
        
          
         

         
        
      
 








         

          
              
                                
      







         
        



         

         
        
         


         









   

 
          

     

 


       


     
       
         


         
           
  

           






        
  
          
         






































        

        








     
      


         
  
          
       
                         







     
   

         
       
   























       
        
       
         

       


        


          


         
         

      
          
          
        


        
       
       





         

          
      
       






         



   
         
         

 


    


        

        
       

           










                             


          

          
         
        

































         
        


   
 


   



         
  
           


          
       






          



  
           
 








          
         


         


        
        
       
     


        
  




        
 
         
         




        
 
        




          

         

        
       



          
   

         










   

         
    


       
        
          


       


         
    

   

      
 


          





        



        
       









          

  

       

          

          


           
          

          





       
         
  


          
  


           
        

         
       
        








     

          
        
    





    
          
          
         


























        
      
        
         
          


         
          
  
       


    
         

           
   


             



           
      

          



        
 


        

            
 
     


          
         
  











            



          
        

         






          







          

           



   
        
           
   
       






        
          
         




          
  
  
    


  

           









 

            



            
        




  



        



   
  
        
          
        
      
          
      
     



 
  




        
      
        


       
          
       
   








   
  

          
 


           
       




  
         


        
   
           
         
        









        
           
         




       
         


           




             
         


       
          
        
      


         




         



  

          








        
   
         
        
        
       


        

      
         











          
   





          





       
        



         


       
     

    




        
         
        

        
        
                           
                                     







                        
        
      





      
         





          
      

  
        


         


    
        
        




         
  
 





    
        
         

       
  
          

         
      
        
         




         


  
        




        

  
         
       


                                        

            
       
       


          



        



        






                                     










        
    

  
       



                       
        
        

        



 
        


         
         



                

         
   
         





                    

            
        
   
        
        



  


                       

          
       










          
    





 
        
        
       


          



                     
       
       
 

         
          
         
          





          
        

       

      





       



       


                     
         

      
 




      
        
         




     

       

        




          






         
        
         
     
    


     






                      
     


          
        
      



  
       

         



     
          
      




                                
          
         

             



           
           

           
      

            
         
 


                                    
            


            



          

   
       


        
      


         
        

      
      
         

          
   


                







  




        
          


            


 





   

         














       
        


         






  
         
        

        


         





                                        
       
  
       



   




     
         
  
      
         
       


























         
       
        


         
         
     
          

    
         
         


        
 


 
          
          

    




       



  
    
         
         
        


                                    
              

        
           




  
         
           



         





                    






        
         

























            


         
         

         













     
  

     


 


    
          
           
          


         
   




         
          
           


                                
                                        
    






    
         
           
      




         
 


        





        
   
         
   
   




       
        




          
    



           
   




        
        





       
         


          

     
       


     




      
             
     
        
         
        


        


            
       

          



         
            
        






          

   




           
          
        




       
       

     

          


          

         


           






          






         
     





        
         



          


         



        
         
        







          
      



          
        
   
   
      



                      



     
 

  

         
           
          
           
       







                            

              


         

      





         

         
         



          
       
   

         
   
         




        

          



      


        
          
      
         
       
         


        
    


        



 
         

       
        






         
   
        
       






          

          





                                    
                
          
          



          
         
       

          
           




                                            
  





         


      


    



         
  
         
         
       


         
                           
                                
                    


       

          


         
         



       
       
        


   
        
          
       
        
   
         



                                            
    



          




         
         

       
         
          



         
           





     





       
           
        
        



       

         


        

          

      
        








         


         

    
        



      




        


 
   
       




        



           
         
       



       







          








          
         





       
         


          
    


        
         




          


          






        








        




         








         









        
   
      


         

         


        
    


         



      
         


         
        






        












         
   



        
        
       
   




         







         
       



     




         
      
      



       
          
         
       
            
   

 

   
          










        


         
         
     

       



 

           
        







         
          



                
      
          

      



        
         
         
         


                                        
       
         


           









            


                                    

    

            




        
       


            
      
          

          
         
          

        

         



         



      
        
   
           
       
          



                    
        




       

         


          
         
                                      
                                        







         
           

         
      




         
       
         






         




                           

          
           





                                        
           
         
         

  




         

       




          
         






       


       
         
 
 
        
      


       
     

           



  
       
         

             
          
      






          
       

    

           
       



























        
       


        
 






         



         



  
 

       
        






           


         
           
  



    
            





         
 


       


          
   


   
 












           


            
         
         




    


        
 

         
        
          


         
         
          








          


           
   
        
        

     





          



           
          
           
        
         
        
       

       
          





           








        
     


            
   




         
          
         


       

        











                
           
          
           


                                        


         
       

       




                                        
                                    
                     
         

           
         
         






   
         



                             
          







                          
       
          



                


       

          
          
          



       
        


 
        


   

          
         
        
   
          
        








 
       
         






          

         

         

    
          


         

           


          
        

     
          

         
         


       
 

         
          
         



           
           
          

                            








  


         
    




    
    
     
         
       
      





        

      

        













         
          




   



          

          


           


         


         


  






        
       

   

       
         








     
      
         
           
     


       
          

         








        




     


       

          
        






          







   
  
          




       


         

   
        
        
    







        

      

          
          
  
         


     
          
         

        














    
       

          









 
        


        








        
        
         
        




      

    
          
         



         



     



                                            
            







            
      
              




         
      




        
   
         
        

         


         

      
        



        




         

       
         

       
      
          






      
         

      






         
  

         


         

 





      
         
   







           






          

          
    
       



  
       






        
         

















 
         

   
         



    
           

         
           







        
   







          
          
          
       
   
         
       


           
           


        
 
        





       
           
       











      

           



         
        








   


           






  
        
    




        

         

      


























Bonus Chapter: 10 Ways to Keep Her Sexually 
Interested In A Relationship  

 
Since the time the 1st edition of this book was written, I6ve 
since settled down in a single, monogamous relationship. 
While I still recommend that any guys who wants to live a 
polyamorous lifestyle with multiple girlfriends go for it, I6ve 
also seen that a long term monogamous relationship can have 
benefits as well. For me, the greatest benefit is that it6s freed 
up a ton of time to focus on two of my other passions @ 
helping guys through sex coaching, and martial arts. 
 
And, from talking to students, I know that many the guys 
who learn from me are in long-term relationships right now, 
or are married. While mostly women are turned on by the 
same things whether you6re in a long-term relationship with 
them or not, there ARE some challenges and opportunities 
unique to long-term relationships that you should be aware 
of. If you6re currently in a long-term relationship, knowing 
these ways will immediately allow you to make your sex life 
better. And if you6re not currently in a long-term relationship, 
this knowledge is still good to know for when you eventually 
do get into one. 
First, let6s start by talking about the sexual ADVANTAGES you 
have in a long-term relationship or marriage.  
 
The biggest advantage that you6ll have in a long-term 
relationship is that you won6t have to worry about 
Immersion. Because the two of you have been having sex 



with each other for so long, you should both be very 
comfortable, relaxed and natural around one another. 
Because of this, she6ll be open to more exciting forms of 
sexual experimentation that she wouldn6t be with a guy she 
didn6t know as well. The two of you should also be very 
familiar with each others6 bodies, so you6ll know exactly how 
to please each other physically. And finally, there isn6t as 
much Mpressure to performN on you, because you know that 
she6s in this for the long haul and a single bad sexual 
performance won6t seriously damage you. 
 
However, there are also two major challenges that you face 
in a long-term relationship/marriage. If you6re not careful to 
avoid these pitfalls, you could find that even though you6re 
doing everything else right in bed, sex in your relationship 
steadily becomes more and more boring and stale until after 
a number of years, she6s barely interested in having sex with 
you at all. 
 
The first challenge is that it is extremely easy for sex to 
become routine, predictable, and boring in a long-term 
relationship or marriage. Especially if the two of you are 
living together @ and even more so if you have children @ it is 
very easy to fall into a routine where you are doing the same 
exact thing every single day. Wake up, get the kids ready for 
school, go to work, come home, eat dinner, watch some TV 
together, get ready for bed, and then at the end of each day 
comes the allotted time-slot for sex. 
 
Remember one of the main principles of Variety @ 
predictability is the root of all boredom. In a long-term 



relationship, it is the natural tendency to fall into a Msexual 
routinesN where you6re having the same exact kind of sex, in 
the same exact place, in the same exact time, day after day 
after day. If you let this routine continue indefinitely, 
eventually she will lose interest in sex altogether. You must 
constantly be combating this tendency towards predictability 
and routine, and constantly finding new ways to add Variety 
to your relationship to keep it fresh and exciting. 
 
The second challenge that you face in a long-term 
relationship is that there is implicit PRESSURE to be having 
sex with one another. By this, I mean that in a long-term 
relationship the rational, logical, sensible thing for you both 
to do is to maintain a healthy and active sex life. While this 
would seem like it is a motivating factor to have sex, actually 
it is the complete opposite. 
 
Remember, human beings are sexually turned on by the 
forbidden @ what they are not MsupposedN to desire. If 
something is taboo and MirrationalN to be sexually attracted 
to, inevitably this only increases our attraction to it until it 
becomes an irresistible compulsion. If something is acceptable 
and MrationalN to sexually desire, our level of sexual 
attraction to it is actually diminished. 
 
Unless you guard against it, this counter-intuitive principle 
will work strongly against you in a long-term relationship. In 
addition to always adding Variety, you must always be 
combating the attraction-killing pressure of a long-term 
relationship by putting up MbarriersN she must overcome to 
have sex with you. In other words, you must always work to 



make her irresistibly attracted on an emotional level to sex 
with you @ not just MobligatedN to have sex with you. 
 
Lets6 discuss some specific ways that you can do this. 

 

 



4 Ways to Eliminate Pressure In A Long Term 
Relationship Or Marriage  

 
1. Put less focus on routine sex before you go to bed 

This is VERY counter-intuitive to most guys in a relationship. 
After all, right before bed is the most convenient, logical time 
for sex. There are a myriad of other routine tasks occupying 
both you and her throughout the day, and it6s only at night 
before bed that you have a few moments to spare for each 
other. Wouldn6t this seem like the best time for sex in a 
relationship? 
 
Although it would seem that way, it is actually the WORST 
time for sex in a long-term relationship. This is because it can 
become nauseatingly predictable @ after having the same 
missionary style sex in the same bed, in the same room, at the 
same time for years, she will be able to see your advances 
coming from a mile away. And even if she has good 
intentions of sexually pleasing you (as most women do), she 
cannot help but be turned off by this unrelieved monotony. 
 
For this reason, I actually recommend NOT trying to have 
sex with your girlfriend or wife on most nights just before 
bed. If it doesn6t happen naturally, just go to sleep. This will 
be very difficult at first, but soon you6ll find that her libido is 
greatly increased at other times throughout the day. You6ll 
find that she6s much more eager for sex in the mornings, in 
the evenings, and even in the middle of the night. Once 
you6ve relieved her of the burden of the tedious nightly sex 



routine, you6ll find that her natural sex drive will come back 
to life again. 
 

2. Have sex in high-risk situations when you6re not 
MsupposedN to 

Again, remember that the enemy of your sex life in a long 
term relationship is that sex between you and your girlfriend 
or wife is now acceptable, sensible, and logical. You want to 
actively work to make having sex with you as illogical, high-
risk, and taboo as possible. For a woman you just met this 
would be exactly the wrong thing to do, but in a long-term 
relationship it is necessary to combat pressure. 
 
This is why Mbad boysN seem have no problem getting sex 
from their girlfriends even after being in a relationship for 
years, while Mnice guysN who keep sex low-risk and safe 
always seem to be sleeping on the couch. Unfortunately, 
most of the ways that the bad boys use to keep sex exciting 
are extremely destructive, such as having sex with her with no 
condom when she6s not on birth control, or having sex with 
her within earshot of one of her past lovers who would be 
devastated if he heard another man having sex with her. 
While women WILL be aroused by these destructive 
techniques, they are not recommended because of the long-
term damage they cause. 
 
Instead, focus on ways to make her perceive having sex with 
you as high-risk and taboo which don6t actually hurt your 
relationship or others. Some ways that you can do this: 
 



� Have sex when you6re sleeping over a friend6s house, or 
somewhere where you have to be quiet in order to 
prevent being McaughtN 
 

� Have sex which makes you Mlate for work.N Ordinarily 
this would be a bad idea as it would probably get you 
fired, but a good trick is to tell her that you have to be 
at work half an hour before you actually do. Once 
you6re Mabout to leaveN and sex is now taboo, you6ll 
probably find that she6s suddenly in the mood. Tell her 
that you shouldn6t be doing this as you undress each 
other. Then, afterwards, hurry off to the job you6re 
MlateN to. This way you can have your cake and eat it 
too: you can have that MtabooN sex, while not actually 
damaging your professional life. 
 

� Videotape her having sex with you, and have her 
perform for the camera. This is risky sexual behavior for 
her because she6s taking the chance that the tape will 
someday be used against her, but within the trust of a 
long-term relationship this will actually make sex more 
exciting. 
 



3. Don6t force sex if she6s not in the mood 

This is another one which can be difficult especially if your 
sex life has already started to go downhill, but it6s absolutely 
critical if you want to have great sex in your relationship. This 
could possibly be the BIGGEST mistake that guys make in 
relationships. By persistently trying to force sex when she6s 
not in the mood, you are shooting yourself in the foot and 
killing her long-term sexual attraction to you. 
Remember @ the more pressure there is for her to have sex 
with you, the less she will WANT to have sex with you. Any 
type of explicit pressure that you put on her to have sex with 
you is intensely damaging to her sexual desire for you, and 
should be avoided at all costs. This includes: 
 
� Acting pissed off or depressed because she won6t have 

sex with you 
 

� Trying to have a Mserious talkN about your sex life, or 
attempting to logically convince her to have sex with 
you 
 

� Trying for sex repeatedly after she6s told you she6s not in 
the mood 
 

� Directly or indirectly threatening to leave the 
relationship or otherwise withdraw from her unless he 
has sex with you 



While it6s very tempting to engage in this type of behavior if 
she hasn6t had sex with you for a while, you must resist the 
urge. Although it may be difficult at first, you6ll find that if 
you stay relaxed and don6t pressure her @ while also using the 
other techniques in this chapter @ her sex drive will soon 
return to normal. 
 

4. Occasionally tease her, then DON6T have sex with her 

A technique that I6ve found extremely effective in 
monogamous relationships is to tease her and get her 
extremely turned on, then to NOT have sex with her. This is 
another technique which would completely backfire with a 
woman you just met, but which works wonders in a long-
term relationship or marriage. 
 
By teasing her and then denying her the sexual pleasure she 
craves, she will feel intense feelings of deprivation and anger 
for a short amount of time. This adds the all-important 
element of RISK to your sex life again @ now when she 
initiates sex with you, it6s not completely safe and predictable. 
She6s taking a chance that maybe you6ll get her really turned 
on, then refuse to satisfy her @ and within the atmosphere of 
a long-term relationship, this can make sex exciting again.  
 



Adding Variety 
 

5. Cycle between Manimal attractionN and MrecoveryN in 
your relationship 

I6ve observed a lot of couples where the woman became 
sexually bored with the man after a few years @ and a few 
where the woman was still sexually desired her man after 5, 
10 or even 20 years. Some of these couples still having great 
sex even had kids @ it didn6t really matter, they still found the 
time and energy for sex. 
 
While you might think the men having great sex after 10 or 
20 years were the ones who were the most stable, reliable, 
and emotionally consistent, this wasn6t what was actually 
going on. In reality, all the men who were having great sex in 
the long-term were very emotional guys who sometimes 
treated their wife well and showed her lots of affection, and 
sometimes acted distant and aloof towards her. There seemed 
to be no logic as to when these guys were doing these things 
@ it seemed to be more of a unconscious rhythm of attraction 
that they fell into. 
 
This didn6t make very much sense to me until I read a book 
called MThe Power Of Full EngagementN by Tony Schwartz. 
The main point that he makes in the book is that as humans 
we try to force a lot of areas of our life to be linear, when 
they should actually be cyclical and rhythmic. For example, 
many people mistakenly think the best way to work 
throughout the day is to work steadily, straight through for 
eight hours. While this would seem to be the case, actually 



the best and most productive way to work is to work in short, 
focused intervals interspersed with short breaks for recovery. 
There were many, many other applications of this principle as 
well, and the book really changed my life for the better. 
 
After seeing the power of making important areas of my life 
cyclical, I also began to thinkcwhat if it6s actually healthy to 
have cyclical relationships as well? The image that we have of 
a great relationship is one where both partners are constantly 
and consistently attracted to each other for decadescbut 
how many times have you actually seen a couple like this in 
real life? I had never seen a couple like this @ and I still never 
had @ so I began to think that the ideal of being steadily and 
consistently attracted to each other at exactly the same level 
for decades was an unachievable goal. 
 
Maybe, I thought, a healthier and more realistic goal would 
be to have a relationship which cycles between periods of 
intense MhoneymoonN attraction where the two of you just 
can6t get enough of each other, and MrecoveryN periods 
where you6re both still having sex and are into each other, 
but the relationship is more focused on relaxation and 
comfort with each other. With all the couples I had ever seen 
who were regularly having great sex after years, this seemed 
to be what they were doing.  
 
So, I decided to try this in my own relationship life, and I 
found that it was a great way to keep sex interesting and 
fresh in a long-term relationship. I found that every few 
weeks, something would trigger a period of irresistible animal 
attraction between my girlfriend and I. For a few weeks, we 



would be having sex constantlycthen for no reason at all, it 
would taper off. We would still be having sex and we were 
still attracted to each other, but the quality of our 
relationship was more relaxed and comfortable. Rather than 
trying to fight this as I would of before, I would go with the 
flow and let our relationship fall into this natural rhythm. 
And then, a few weeks or a month later, we would be in the 
intense animal attraction cycle again.  
 
The result of this was that we were naturally having different 
types of sex depending on what cycle we were in. In the 
Manimal attractionN cycle, sex was intensely Dominant. In the 
MrecoveryN cycle, sex was more Emotional and Immersive. 
This naturally introduced more Variety into the relationship @ 
sex was always flowing from one type of sex to another, 
depending on what cycle we were in. 
In your relationship, this is the model that you want to 
follow. Don6t try to have a consistent, steady relationship 
which is always the same @ this is unhealthy and impossible to 
achieve. Instead, let your relationship cycle between Manimal 
attractionN cycles and MrecoveryN cycles. During the Manimal 
attractionN cycles, you want to emphasize Dominant hard 
fucking. During the MrecoveryN cycles, you want to emphasize 
Emotional and Immersive lovemaking. This is perhaps the 
biggest key to keeping sex interested for 20, 30, or 40 years. 
 



6. Have sex in physical locations OTHER than your bed as 
much as possible 

Especially if you live together, a major source of monotony is 
that sex always happens in the same exact place @ your bed. 
While a bed is the most comfortable and best place for sex, it 
can get incredibly tiresome if it6s the ONLY place you ever 
have sex. To avoid this, you want to occasionally have sex 
with her in a location other than your bed.  
 
What are some good locations for sex other than your bed? 
Here are a few you can try: 
 
� The shower 

 
� Other rooms in the house 

 
� On a chair or couch with her riding you 

 
� In the back seat of your car 

 
� In a hotel room (this can be very excitingceven if the 

hotel is just down the street) 
 



7. Use sex toys and porn to add variety 

Another great way to add Variety into a long-term 
relationship is to use sex toys and porn. Within the trusting 
and comfortable environment of a long-term relationship, it 
should be fairly easy to get her to open up to you about 
what sex toys and porn turns her on. Even if she6s never tried 
these things before, she6ll almost certainly be willing to 
experiment with you in a relationship. 
 
A good way to do this is to surprise her by buying her a few 
sex toys and porn videos for her birthday, or for your 
anniversary. If she hasn6t told you what she likes before, the 
best thing to do is to buy a few different sex toys and types 
of porn, and then experiment to see what she likes.  
 
One important note for buying porn: don6t buy the MgonzoN 
type of porn where each scene just goes straight into sex. Buy 
the old-school MfeatureN type of porn @ the kind that has a 
cheesy plotline and bad acting. This creates more of a movie 
type of atmosphere, and allows the two of you to relax 
because you can make fun of the bad acting before the sex 
starts. By the time the sex does start, she6ll be comfortable, 
turned on, and ready to act like a porn star herself. 
 

8. Celebrate special occasions 

A great bonus to being in a long-term relationship is that 
there are certain special occasions throughout the year (your 
anniversary, Valentine6s day, birthdays, etc.) which you can 
celebrate with new and exciting sexual experiences. While it6s 
usually a bad idea to do a lot of planning to engineer a great 



sexual experience for a girl you just met a month ago, in a 
long-term relationship this can only help you. 
For any special occasion, you should take the opportunity to 
plan a new sexual adventure for the two of you. Usually it6s 
best if the evening starts with some platonic activity, such as 
shopping or dinner, then slowly evolves into a sexual 
situation. Here are some ideas that you can use: 
 
� For your anniversary, take her out a dinner as you 

normally would. However, without telling her, you 
should reserve a room a few days in advance at a nice 
hotel near the restaurant. After dinner, tell her that Myou 
have a surprise for her.N Lead her to the hotel, and 
check incby this time, she6ll probably have figured out 
what6s going on.  
 
Once you get to the hotel room, have a spread of 
strawberries, whipped cream, melted chocolate and 
champagne waiting for you. Drink the champagne as 
you eat strawberries and chocolate off each other 
bodies. Once you start having sex, you6ll find that being 
in a different location (even if it6s actually just down the 
street) makes a big difference and adds a lot of Variety 
to the experience. 
 

� Another way to celebrate special occasions with sex is to 
use her birthday to make her biggest sexual fantasy 
come true. If she6s previously told you about a sexual 



fantasy she had, such as having a threesome or having 
sex in public, take her out to dinner then surprise her 
afterwards by fulfilling that fantasy. 
 
For example, if her fantasy was of having a threesome 
with another woman, you could get another woman 
who she was interested in to be waiting at your house 
for you when you come home. Then, the three of you 
could watch a movie together, and slowly escalate into 
sex. If her fantasy was of having sex in public, you could 
take her to a hidden place you6ve previously picked out, 
and then have sex with her there. 
 

9. Use Sex Fantasies 

You can also add sexual Variety to your relationship by 
finding out what her sexual fantasies are, and acting out the 
fantasy while you6re having sex. Because of the trust you 
have in your relationship, it should be easy to get her to 
open up about her most secret fantasies that she never shares 
with anyone else. Then, once you know what these are, you 
can use them to turn her on while you6re having sex. 
 
The way to do this is to get her aroused, and then to simply 
start talking in the language of the fantasy. For example, if 
she fantasized about being a virgin again and losing her 
virginity to a man, you could get her turned on then start 
saying Myour pussy is so tightcyou must be a virgin.N When 
she is highly aroused and you begin talking like this it won6t 



matter that what you are saying doesn6t make sense. She6ll 
soon start imagining that what you6re talking about is actually 
happening, and sex will be much more exciting because 
you6re both sharing the fantasy. 
 
Check out MAct IV: The FantasiesN for a complete guide to 
using fantasies in the bedroom, and for nine sexual fantasies 
that excite almost all women. 
 
  10. Explore MtabooN activities such as threesomes & anal sex 

It6s important to always be pushing her sexual boundaries in a 
relationship. If you are always exploring new sexual frontiers 
with her, it is impossible for the two of you to fall into a rut 
or become bored. 
And if she6s never done a certain sex act before, all the better. 
When you do introduce it to her, it will add a tremendous 
amount of Variety to your sex life because she6s never done it 
before. 
 
To introduce these MtabooN activities, you want to gradually 
introduce them to her. You6ll probably meet with some 
resistance to your advances at first. This is not so much 
because she doesn6t want to do the activity with you, as 
because she6s fallen into the habit of doing things a certain 
way in bed and is resistant to change. If you gently persist 
though, and gradually incorporate more and more of the 
activity into your sex life, soon she6ll be able to enjoy it like 
anything else you normally do in bed. 
 



For example, if you6re in a relationship and you6ve never had 
anal sex with her before, you could start by touching her anus 
with your finger while you6re having sex with her. If you6ve 
never done this with her before, she might give you some 
resistance here because she6s not familiar with having her 
body stimulated in this way. If you gently persist though, and 
tell her that how good it6ll feel for her to have something 
inside her ass, she6ll eventually become curious and want to 
try it. You can then progress from inserting a lubricated finger 
into her, to thrusting a finger in and out of her, to finally anal 
sex. This process of gradual introduction and gentle 
persistence can be used to introduce any new sex act into 
your relationship, and is a great way to keep sex fresh and 
exciting in your relationship. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 












         


       
       
        



        
           

         


    



    
        
           
         
     
       
          







   

         
       
         



            





  
           
        
         
     


       



         
 



                          




         
          
          
      



























           


         



        


        






          
        
      






          

      
        


         
          

          
         


        
      

        
        
    


         















   
    


 
          
          






        
        
         
        



       

           
         



   
    




          
         
           


























        


    
       


         
         

       






        








         

      











 



         




          

  
          






         


    

         
        
        


          
   
        

          


         
        



           













          

      





         
         


          


           
        
        
         

         












    
         
        


         
        
        

           


 





            
       
          
         






        
        
         







          



      


          




          




            






    






    
    
        



           




            
        
           

          













    
  

        
     




          


          
         
        

    


          



         
        





   












    
          

         
         


    


            
        

          
         










        
       

          


       























          



          





         


         
           
             
           
 















            





         
      
           

        
    



        


 

           
            
      
          

















         
         










          


           



  
           



        
         
           













          


 
  




 


       


        
        




        







            

        

        


      

  

   
         


  


  


     
        




 
      




      




          




   
  
           
         
         
          


         





      
    


           










          
          




        





       
 


         
        
       




          





           




          











       
 
       



  
        

 
    
        
        
















           
         




            


       




          
         

         
        



           
           
       

 
        
          




         

         




         





         
          









        
           

          





     

   
         











 
       





         

         




           


           
           



  










   


          
           



     
   
        
       



          
        





         








        


        

 



        

   

        




       
     














       

         
           


          



    




         



         
         
   
      
        















         
         
       


         
   



   

          




       







           
           


         
        
         



         

         


         
       
           


         




         

 





        

        








         


 


         




           




  
          
















       
          
       
        




 
  
         
        



        
         

        



          
         




          


  

         
   






 
       
           
         

         
          




          



 
         




        


          
    
           






         


            







  






       
         




      


          
    


        
  


            

        
       
 
        





     
          



         
        




 

          
 
            























          


         
     

          





            
     



        


      


















        
         
          




   


       


        
     

    
          
      

         
      
     


        











    



    
       




  
           
         


 
         
          





       

        





         









